The spreading of Si-Ca-Al-Ti-O glasses on molybdenum has been investigated. By controlling the oxygen activity in the furnace, spreading can take place under reactive or non-reactive conditions. As the nucleation of the reaction product under reactive conditions is slow in comparison to the spreading kinetics, in both cases the glass front moves on the metal surface with similar spreading velocities. Spreading can be described using a molecular dynamics model where the main contribution to the wetting activation energy comes from the viscous interactions in the liquid. Enhanced interfacial diffusions in low-oxygen activities (reactive cases) form triple-line ridges that can pin the wetting front and cause a stick-slip motion.
Introduction
It's widely known that liquid spreading analysis is theoretically and technologically important in industry. Wetting experiments are often the only probes available to measure fundamental quantities directly linked to atomic structure and bonding at interfaces, such as the interfacial energies or the thermodynamic work of adhesion between two phases. Additionally, the progress of key technologies such as adhesives, paints, oil recovery, brazing, soldering, and many others is based on the control of liquid spreading; consequently, the study of spreading is the focus of intensive theoretical and experimental research. [1] [2] [3] The theories of spreading can be divided into two groups in which the main difference is the identification of the primary source of energy dissipation that controls the movement of the liquid front. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Continuous hydrodynamic theories focus on spreading controlled by the bulk liquid's viscous impedance 5, [8] [9] [10] while molecularkinetic analyses describe a situation in which local dissipation at the triple line is the dominant contribution. 4, 6, 11, 12 The relative importance of each dissipation mechanism depends on a balance between the viscosity, the activation energy for viscous flow, and the strength of the solid/liquid interactions. 13 It is then imperative to test current theories against systems with a wide range of viscosities and interatomic forces. While the role of viscosity can be explored using different organic liquids at room temperature, solid/liquid interactions are much stronger during the high-temperature spreading of liquid metals and oxides. In this context, the analysis of molten-oxide spreading is critical, because it combines both very large viscosities and strong intermolecular forces.
Most of the studies of glass spreading have focused on technologically relevant systems for which spreading is often accompanied by chemical reactions or interdiffusion at the solid/liquid interface. [14] [15] [16] The complexity of these systems makes the analysis difficult and hampers the comparison with current theories that, in most cases, describe nonreactive liquid spreading on flat substrates.
This paper focuses on a study of a simple glass/metal system that will allow a straightforward comparison with the theory. With this objective in mind, we have analyzed the spreading of SiO 2 -CaO-Al 2 O 3 glasses with TiO 2 additions on Mo. Both the silicate glass and the molybdenum have important technological applications (e.g., in glass sealing) due to their resistance to corrosion and refractory nature. Titanium additions are frequently used to enhance wetting in metal-ceramic systems. 17, 18 Most importantly, this is an excellent model system. The glasses do not have volatile components and are stable in a wide range of temperatures and oxygen partial pressures. One of the difficulties of studying high-temperature systems is the fact that the surface diffusion and solution precipitation rates of the solid are not negligible; the substrate is not ideally rigid and insoluble, therefore complicating the interpretation of the results. 19, 20 This effect can be minimized by using a substrate with a melting point well above the experimental temperature, such as molybdenum whose melting point is 2615°C. In this way, it is possible to decrease the interfacial transport rates to the point in which the substrate is effectively inert. This system has an additional advantage: by controlling the oxygen partial pressure, the interface can be changed from non-reactive to reactive. Besides some critical oxygen activity, there is no chemical reaction or interdiffusion between the glass and the metal, but below it, they will react to form molybdenum silicides. For most technological processes, from glass sealing to soldering or brazing, spreading is accompanied by chemical reactions. The theoretical analysis of hightemperature reactive wetting is still the subject of great controversy. 17, 21 Because the glass/metal reactivity can be controlled by such a simple method, this system provides a unique opportunity to ascertain how chemical reactions affect liquid spreading and to provide data fundamental to developing a comprehensive theory of reactive wetting.
Experimental Procedure
The spreading of SiO 2 -CaO-Al 2 O 3 -TiO 2 glasses (the compositions are listed in Table I atm. These oxygen partial pressures are low enough to avoid Mo oxidation.
The Mo substrates (99.9% Aldrich, USA; 10×10×1 mm) were ground with a series of siliconcarbide paper (up to 400 grit) and polished with diamond paste up to 1 µm particle size.
Subsequently, they were annealed in vacuum at 1600°C for 6 h in order to ensure that the grain boundaries intersect the surface at their equilibrium angle. The grain-boundary grooves that formed during the heat treatment were removed by a light polishing with diamond (1 µm particle size). The glasses were prepared following a conventional procedure: the reagents SiO 2 , CaCO 3 , SiO 2 , and TiO 2 were proportionally mixed in ethanol using a high-speed stirrer. The mixture was first dried at 80°C for 12 hours, and then fired in air at 1500°C for 4 hours in a Pt crucible. The melt was cast into a graphite mold to create glass plates, which were later cut into pieces used in sessile drop experiments and surface energy measurements. Prior to the experiments, the glass pieces and the substrates were cleaned with acetone and ethanol in an ultrasonic bath and dried with an air gun. Table 1 . Glass compositions (in wt%). Glass GTi has an addition of 3 mol wt% TiO 2 compared to the composition of glass G.
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In the sessile drop experiment, a small piece of glass (~2 mm 3 in volume) was placed on the Mo substrate inside the furnace, and the assembly was heated to 1200°C, at 25°C/min. In the drop transfer experiment, a glass piece was placed on BN substrate, and then also heated to 1200°C, at 25°C/min; subsequently, the Mo substrate was lowered from the top of the furnace towards the molten glass drop on the BN substrate until it just touched the liquid; the glass spread on the Mo substrate during the transfer from the BN substrate where it exhibited a large obtuse contact angle. In both experiments, photographs of the drops were taken, at regular intervals using a high-speed photography system able to record up to 2,000 frames per second, through a porthole in the furnace; the drops' radius and contact angle were measured using a program developed by our group. After the required time, the furnace was shut off, and within ~15 min, it cooled down to room temperature. Averages of the contact angle from both sides of the drop were reproducible to within ± 3°.
After the tests, the samples' surfaces and cross sections were polished with 1 µm diamond and observed using optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy with associated calibrated energy dispersive analysis (SEM-EDS). For selected samples, the glass drops were separated from the metal, and the morphology of the uncovered interface was observed by reflected light optical microscopy, SEM-EDS, Auger electron spectroscopy, and atomic force microscopy (AFM). The profiles of the boundary grooves at the solid/liquid and solid/vapor interface were measured using AFM line analysis in the constant-force mode.
The surface tension of the molten glass drops, γ lv , has been calculated from the shape of sessile drops melted on boron nitrate substrates. The measurements were performed in the same range of oxygen partial pressures used in the spreading experiments. The BN substrates and the glass pieces were ultrasonically cleaned in acetone and ethanol and air-dried before the test. A 0.20-0.25 g glass piece was placed on the BN substrate, and the assembly was heated to 1200°C at 25°C/min. The drop shape was monitored as a function of time using a CCD camera, and the corresponding surface energy was calculated using commercial software. , which is almost identical to the glass used in this work. 25 Fitting viscosity data to a reaction-rate equation, where v is the volume of the unit flow and ∆G vis is an activation energy for bulk flow results in v ≈ 3·10 -26 m 3 and ∆G vis ≈ 290 kJ/mol
Results

Glasses.
The starting glasses were clear and transparent. After the wetting experiments, the glasses with TiO 2 always turned purple-gray, whereas glasses without TiO 2 remained transparent. It is well known that this color change is due to the partial reduction of titanium oxide at low oxygen partial pressures such as those used in our experiments. 23 The measured γ lv 's of the glasses at 1200°C were 0. Figure 1 ). 25 The small additions of TiO 2 are not expected to have a significant effect on viscosity. 25 The equilibrium oxygen partial pressure for the reaction: As expected, the SEM-EDS analysis showed that there was no reaction or interdiffusion at the glass/metal interface. It was not possible to distinguish grain boundary grooves at the glass/metal interface or on the free Mo surface. After cooling, a sharp triple junction was observed. There was no indication of the existence of a precursor foot, as it has been reported for other glass/metal systems 27 , or of the formation of triple-line ridges 19, 20 . Auger analysis of the free surface of Mo and of the Mo/glass interface after removing the drop showed only a small Ca peak ( Figure 4 ). -20 atm) conditions. A much larger Ca peak can be observed after spreading under reactive conditions.
Reactive spreading (p(O 2 )<10
-19 atm). The spreading velocities are similar to those of the nonreactive case. For most experiments, with decreasing contact angle, the liquid front exhibited a discontinuous ("stick-slip") movement: it stopped, jumped, and resumed spreading ( Figure 5 ).
The final contact angles were larger than those for the nonreactive case and decreased with the addition of TiO 2 ( Figure 3 ). Figure 5 . Typical time evolution of the contact angle and drop radius for a glass spreading on Mo at 1200°C under reactive conditions. The curve corresponds to a G glass spreading under an oxygen partial pressure of 10 -20 atm. After ~1,000 s, the drop spreading stopped and resumed movement shortly afterwards (arrows).
After cooling, discontinuous islands of reaction product can be observed at the glass/metal interface. The islands were tens of microns wide and less than 1 µm thick and concentrate in a narrow band (~50 µm wide) around the solid-liquid-vapor triple junction ( Figure 6 ). The rest of the glass metal interface is free of reaction product. EDS analysis showed that these islands are composed of a Mo-Si intermetallic. The formation of Mo 3 Si at the interface between silicacontaining ceramics and molybdenum under reducing conditions has been previously described. 28 Submicron glass drops ahead of the glass front can also be observed ( Figure 6 ).
These glass drops form due to evaporation-condensation of the glass. 29 As in the nonreactive case, no Mo was detected in the glass drops. In contrast to the nonreactive case, triple-line ridges (~20 nm in height) were observed after removing the glass drop (Figure 7) , and grain boundary grooves were clearly visible at the glass/metal interface and on the free Mo surface (Figure 8 ). The groove widths at the glass/Mo interface or at the free Mo surface close to the triple line are very similar, ~0.8-1 µm after 2 hours at 1200°C (Table 2) . However, the width of the groove clearly decreased as we moved away from the triple junction towards the edge of the Mo substrate. Similar groove sizes were observed for glasses with or without TiO 2 . Figure 7 . AFM image and corresponding profile of the triple-line ridge formed after spreading a G glass (without TiO 2 ) on Mo for 2 hours in an atmosphere with an oxygen partial pressure of 10 -22 atm. The glass drop was removed to scan the area around the triple junction. The shape of the ridge corresponds to an evolution controlled by interfacial diffusion.
After removing the glass drops, a Ca peak much stronger than that for the non-reactive case was observed by Auger spectroscopy at the glass/metal interface and on the free Mo surface 34 This is a system with partial wetting where no chemical reaction or measurable interdiffusion occurs during spreading. 34 Glass spreading is orders of magnitude slower. (b) Glass data are used to create a plot of the capillary number vs. dynamic contact angle. The shadowed area delimits the expected kinetics for spreading controlled by the viscous impedance (Eq. 2-3). Fittings of the data to the molecular-kinetic model (discontinuous line, Eq. 5) and the Cherry and Holmes equation (continuous line, Eq. 6) are also presented. The fittings use similar adsorption distances for the metal/metal and the glass/metal systems, λ ≈ 2-4 Å, but the wetting activation energies are of the order of 230-300 kJ/mol for glasses, and 100-120 kJ/mol for liquid silver.
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Nonreactive spreading. Since our measurements suggest that the addition of 3 mol% TiO 2 has a negligible effect or, at the higher oxygen activities, even increases slightly the surface energy of the molten glass, the observed decrease of the equilibrium contact angle for glasses with TiO 2 additions can only be explained by the preferential adsorption of TiO x-species at the solid/liquid interface. This does not preclude adsorption of TiO x at the solid/vapor interface. but in order to decrease the contact angle, adsorption has to result in a larger decrease of the solidliquid interfacial energy. Copley and Rivers 32 had already shown that TiO 2 additions decrease the contact angle of silicate glasses on Pt (albeit these experiments were performed in air), and there is ample evidence of adsorption of Ti-species at the interface between liquid metals and solid oxides that has been attributed to their polar nature.
17, 33
As can be expected from their much larger viscosity, the spreading times for the molten oxide drops are orders of magnitude larger than for liquid metals at similar temperatures ( Figure 9 ). 2, 34, 35 This fact is consistent with a spreading kinetics controlled by the viscous dissipation in the drop, a situation that is usually described using continuous hydrodynamic models.
Hydrodynamic theories search for a universal relationship between the dynamic contact angle and the capillary number, Ca = vη/γ lv (v is the velocity of the triple junction and η the liquid viscosity), that is typically written in the form [8] [9] [10] :
where g(θ) is a function of the contact angle, L is a characteristic capillary length, and L s is the slip length; L s corresponds to a thickness of the meniscus immediately adjacent to the solid wall over which the "no-slip" boundary condition of classical hydrodynamics is relaxed; θ 0 is the equilibrium contact angle. At a first approximation, the expected behavior from the different hydrodynamic models is very similar. For dynamic contact angles smaller than 135°, the behavior can be described using the well-known equation.
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It is usually accepted that the spreading of organic liquids with viscosities ranging from 10 -3 to 10 1 N·s/m 2 can be described using hydrodynamic models, except perhaps in instances of very fast forced wetting. 10, 36 However, in the plot of capillary number vs. dynamic contact angle, glass data are much slower than expected from Eqs (2) and (3) using values for L/Ls with physical meaning (see the shadowed area in Figure 9 ). The same has been observed for the spreading of liquid metal drops. 37 
This suggests that high-temperature spreading is controlled by local energy dissipation at the triple junction (the friction of the triple line).
Nevertheless, viscosity should still be playing a role, as the solid/liquid interactions (the works of adhesion) are expected to be similar for the glass/metal and metal/metal systems, 34 but glass spreading is orders of magnitude slower. Blake has proposed a molecular-kinetic model that takes into account both chemical and viscous contributions to the local dissipation, and where the driving force for wetting is the out-of-balance interfacial tension force: γ lv (cosθ 0 -cosθ D ). 4 The model is an extension of reaction-rate theories 38 in which molecules of an advancing fluid displace molecules of a receding one on adsorption sites on the substrate. The two critical parameters in the model are λ, the distance between adsorption sites; and ∆G w , a wetting activation energy. It can be assumed that in the case of a liquid advancing against a gas of negligible viscosity, ∆G w has two components:
where ∆G s is the contribution arising from the retarding influence of the solid alone (a chemical contribution related to the interactions between the solid and the liquid), and ∆G vis a viscous contribution that arises from the interactions with other liquid molecules and that is identified with the activation of free energy for bulk flow. According to the model, the relationship between the velocity of the liquid front and the dynamic contact angle can be written
Where N is Avogadro's number and k and h are the Boltzmann and Planck constants respectively. The data can be fitted to Eq (5) ). For liquid metals, the activation energies for viscous flow are very small (1-solid/liquid interaction, and the spreading mechanism is parallel to surface diffusion. 34, 35, 37, 38 On the other hand, for molten oxides, as for highly viscous polymers, the contribution to the local dissipation from the solid/liquid interactions is relatively small, and the triple-line friction is determined by viscous interactions between liquid molecules: ∆G w ≈ ∆G vis . Figure 10 . Expected variation of the dynamic contact angle (θ D ) with capillary number (Ca) according to the molecular dynamic model using different definitions of the spreading driving force: Eq. 5 (dashed line) or Eq. 11 (circles). It can be observed that for the same parameters (λ = 2 Å, η = 350 N·s/m 2 , θ 0 = 30°) both curves are almost identical, but Eq. 11 reproduces qualitatively the "plateau" observed in the experiments at very high dynamic contact angles.
Our drop transfer data deviate from the behavior predicted by equation (5) when the dynamic contact angle approaches 180° (Figure 9 ). Similar deviations have been observed in other systems 4 and have been attributed to the existence of additional driving forces besides the unbalanced surface tension or to the increasing contribution of molecules from the liquid/vapor interface to the flux of advancing liquid. 4 The difference between the experimental and predicted behavior can also be due to the way in which the driving force for the spontaneous spreading of the small drops is defined. In the original formulation of Blake's model, the driving force for spreading is written as the out-of-balance interfacial tension force γ lv (cosθ 0 -cosθ D ). 4 Another possibility is to write the driving force as the decrease in free energy of the system as the drop advances towards the equilibrium contact angle. Using the most simplistic approach, the variation of free energy is due to a variation in the area of the different interfaces that can be written as:
where dA i is the variation in area of the respective interfaces as the drop spreads. If all the surfaces have constant curvature: 
where r is the radius of the drop base and θ the contact angle. Because the volume of the drop is constant, and assuming that the shape of the drop is always a spherical cap, it is possible to write r as a function of the contact angle. Then the decrease of free energy by unit length of the wetting line during the displacement of the triple junction at distance dr can be written as:
Following Blake's approach, the relationship between the spreading velocity and the dynamic contact angle can be written as 4 :
In Figure 10 , the resulting wetting kinetics are plotted and compared with those calculated using equation (5) . The fitting parameters calculated from equations (5) and (1) are almost identical, but equation (11) reproduces the behavior at large contact angles better. This is due to the fact that as r → 0 (θ → π), w increases faster than γ lv (cosθ 0 -cosθ D ).
Reactive spreading. As expected from Equation (1), a chemical reaction took place between the glass and the metal at oxygen partial pressures below 10 -19 -10 -20 atm. Most of the reaction product could be seen in the form of small islands around the triple line, which indicates that the glass front was spreading mostly on an unreacted metal surface, and the reaction product formed after the liquid front stopped ( Figure 5) . Consequently, the maximum spreading speeds in the reactive and nonreactive cases are very similar, and the spreading mechanisms are the same (Figure 11 ). When the speed of the liquid front approaches zero, then there is time for the reaction product to nucleate at the triple junction where equilibration with the surrounding atmosphere occurs faster than at the center of the drop. atm) conditions. The spreading kinetics are very similar. Fitting of the reactive data to a molecular-kinetic model (Eq. 5) is also presented (λ ≈ Å, ∆G w ≈ 250 kJ/mol, θ 0 ≈ 57°). The fitting suggests that the mechanisms controlling spreading in the reactive and nonreactive cases are very similar and that spreading in the reactive case stopped at angles slightly higher due to the formation of ridges and subsequent pinning of the liquid front.
Our experiments clearly show that at very low oxygen activities, the presence of glass enhances mass transport at the metal surface and at the metal/glass interface, and grain boundary grooves grow large enough to become visible. The grooves are wider at the metal/ceramic interface and on the metal surface close to the liquid front. Such behavior suggests that enhanced transport is due to adsorption of glass species at very low oxygen activities (or in atmospheres with higher H 2 content). Auger analyses have shown a strong Ca peak at the glass/metal interface and on the free Mo surface ( Figure 6 ). Similar groove widths have been measured for glasses with and without Ti. The corresponding interfacial diffusivities can be estimated using measured groove widths. According to Mullins, the groove width (w) should evolve with time as 40 :
where B i is the corresponding interfacial transport coefficient:
with ωD si being the width-diffusivity product for the specific interface; Ω, the atomic volume; 
where y' si (0) is the slope of the ridge at the junction for the appropriate interface, and h is the ridge height. The maximum velocity for a 20 nm ridge with a finite slope < 0.5 (typical for the observed ridges) will be ~10 -8 m/s. These velocities are one to three orders of magnitude slower than those observed, supporting the idea that once a ridge forms and grows to a measurable height, spreading stops unless the triple junction breaks away from the ridge and resumes its movement. There are three additional reasons that support the idea that spreading velocities are not controlled by ridge movement, even in the reactive case:
i) The maximum speeds are similar for reactive and nonreactive spreading, and no ridge was observed after nonreactive spreading.
ii) The extent of ridge growth (∆h ) escalates with the drop size and change in angle (∆h ∝ r[F(θ f ) -F(θ i )] ∝ ∆r, where r is the radius of the drop base, and ∆r is the distance traveled by the liquid front). 19 It is highly unlikely that a ridge that has grown to be ~20 nm in height would have traveled a distance of the order of several millimeters with the liquid front; it is most likely to have only traveled for a distance of a few tens of nanometers.
iii) When ridge growth is controlled by interfacial diffusion, ridge formation is stable only inside a range of dynamic contact angles around the equilibrium value. This range is defined by the physical characteristics of the system. Using the result for a symmetric system as a guide, the range for stable ridge growth is 19, 42 :
If γ sv ≈ γ sl ≈ 2 J/m 2 and γ lv ≈ 0.49 J/m 2 43 , then ∆θ ≈ 2°. Small corrections are expected when using the exact asymmetric surface energies. Ridges can nucleate outside the stability range (imperfections on the substrate surface such as roughness, scratches, or grain boundaries can act as nucleation centers). However, in that case, the ridge will have to decrease in size in order to move with the liquid front 19 , or the drop will stop and then break away from the ridge and resume motion. If glass species adsorb at the solid/vapor and solid/liquid interfaces, decreasing the corresponding energies, the ridge stability range will increase.
The picture that emerges for the reactive case is that of a liquid front moving on a flat unreacted surface. When spreading slows down, a ridge can form either because it is nucleated by defects of the substrate surface, or because the critical stability range for ridge formation has been reached. When the ridge reaches a critical height of ~10-20 nm, its speed will be so low that experimental spreading of the liquid front stops, unless it can break away from the ridge and resume motion. Once the spreading velocity approaches zero, the reaction product will nucleate at the triple junction.
The conventional view of high-temperature reactive spreading is that both the reaction products and the liquid front advance together. 1, 21 The results discussed in this paper agree with other results recently published for the spreading or reactive brazes on ceramics, which indicate that this is not always the case. 33 A comprehensive theory of reactive spreading should start by dividing the process into its constitutive steps (fluid flow, adsorption, ridging, and compound formation), and determining the relative kinetics of each step to verify which step drives wetting, and which controls spreading kinetics. 17 The key question is the balance between the spreading and the reaction or interdiffusion kinetics. The analysis is parallel to studies on the effect of adsorption on spreading kinetics. Depending on the balance between adsorption kinetics and spreading kinetics, spreading can occur before all the interfaces can reach their equilibrium amount of adsorbate; for example, in the dry spreading case, the absence of the equilibrium amount of adsorbate in the surface of the substrate ahead of the liquid front results in enhanced wetting. 5 In the glass/metal systems most of the spreading occurs previous to reaction and its kinetics is controlled by the same mechanisms the operate that for the non-reactive case.
Against the commonly accepted ideas that suggest that chemical reaction enhances wetting, we have not observed a substantial decrease in the contact angles at low oxygen partial pressures. In equations (3) and (5), the driving forces for spreading are written in terms of the differences between the dynamic and the equilibrium contact angles, given by the well-known
Young's equation. In the nonreactive case, all the interfacial energies and driving forces involved are well defined, whereas in the reactive case, it is required to define an interfacial energy for the metastable unreacted interface between the glass and the metal. Both the spreading speeds and the final contact angles are very similar in the reactive and nonreactive cases, suggesting that equilibrium interfacial energies of the nonreactive systems and those of the metastable interfaces under reactive conditions are similar. That means that the work of separation between the unreacted phases is similar to the thermodynamic work of adhesion between the phases in equilibrium under nonreactive conditions. However, the final contact angle in the reactive system should be that of the glass on the reaction product Mo 3 Si, but due to the roughness of the reaction phase, it is not possible to know if this final angle is the intrinsic value for the glass on the silicide.
Conclusions
The spontaneous spreading of silicate glass drops on Mo substrates is much slower than predicted by hydrodynamic models, suggesting that the spreading velocity is controlled by the triple-junction friction, not by viscous dissipation in the bulk liquid. Furthermore, viscous interactions between liquid molecules are the main contribution to triple-line frictions. This is similar to the mechanism that controls spreading of highly viscous polymers.
A comparison between nonreactive and reactive cases suggests that the driving forces and controlling mechanisms are similar. The main difference is that enhanced interfacial diffusion under reactive conditions results in the formation of triple-line ridges that eventually stop spreading and promote a characteristic stick-slip motion. These results underline the need for a comprehensive new model that describes high-temperature reactive spreading and that should divide the process into its constitutive steps; by determining the relative kinetics of each step, the new model can then define the mechanisms that drive and control reactive spreading in each system.
